
• Four dispensing units provide enough foam to
sanitize the hands of over 5,300 individuals.

• Alcohol-Free Antiseptic Foam kills 99% of
germs on hands, including E. coli and
salmonella.

Part No. SAN1-2000

Sanistand Foam

Minisan

• Meets ADA requirements with accessibility
and dispenser push pad that only requires
one hand and less than 5 lbs. of pressure to
use.

Part No. SAN1-2100

ADA Compliant
Sanistand

• Ideal for warehouses, supermarkets, fitness
centers, business offices, and other indoor
spaces where people gather.

• Alcohol-Free Antiseptic Foam kills 99% of
germs on hands - ideal when water is not
available.

• Lightweight and easy to transport.

Part No. MSN01-1000GG

Hand Sanitizing StationsApplause (Direct Connect)

HAND SANITIZING STATIONS

$107 MSRP + Freight

$389 MSRP + Freight

$329 MSRP + Freight



5/14/2020 Winter Foam Hand Sanitizer Refills

Winter Foam
Hand Sanitizer
Re�lls
PJ PART NO : FD1-0004W

Winter Foam™ Hand Sanitizer is a 
great way to enjoy a worry-free winter 
and add revenue! PROS Choice Winter 
Foam™ Hand Sanitizer Re�lls not only 
stop the spread of germs (up to 99%
of germs on hands, including E. coli 
and salmonella), but also resist 
freezing (alcohol-based).

One of the many advantages of PROS 
Choice Foam is the substantial 
savings in product usage over many 
gel or liquid soap. PROS Choice Foam 
delivers approximately twice as many 
dispenses per re�ll as most bag-in-
box gel or liquid products. In addition, 
foam stays on the user's hand, 
whereas gel or liquid often slides off 
and becomes a messy waste. What 
makes Winter Foam even better is 
that you can use it all winter long.

Winter Foam Hand Sanitizer Refills

$77.49 MSRP + Shipping

https://www.polyjohn.com/
https://www.polyjohn.com/


5/14/2020 Foam Hand Sanitizer Refills

Foam Hand
Sanitizer Refills
PJ PART NO : FD1-0004

Hand sanitizing is a great way to add 
revenue! PROS Choice Foam Hand 
Sanitizer Re lls not only stop the 
spread of germs (up to 99% of germs 
on hands, including E. coli and 
salmonella), but also save money over 
traditional gel.

Foam Hand Sanitizer Refills

Hand sanitizing is a great way to add revenue! PROS Choice Foam Hand Sanitizer
Re�lls not only stop the spread of germs (up to 99% of germs on hands, including
E. coli and salmonella), but also save money over traditional gel.

$73.99 MSRP + Shipping

CKHS0004 Alchohol Gel Sanitizer Case (4 Gallon) $249

https://www.polyjohn.com/
https://www.polyjohn.com/


Accessories

• The Foam Hand Sanitizer Dispenser is
designed for foam refills, mounts easily to side
walls, and comes pre-assembled.  Additionally, 
foam stays on the users hand whereas gel or
liquid often slides off and becomes a messy
waste further increasing usage.

Part No. FD1-1000

Foam Dispenser

• Our completely sealed soap dispenser will not
spill even if you tip it completely upside down. 
With O-ring and lid that secures to the container
and backing plate you will never have this falling off
or spilling your soap. This dispenser has easy
one hand operation with clear container to view
soap level.

Part No. PSD1-1000

Soap Dispenser

ACCESSORIES

$15.49 MSRP + Shipping

$32.49 MSRP + Shipping




